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Microlensing as a Tool of Astronomy

Kouji OHNISHI

As a result of the technical development of methods allowing massive photometric survey of mi

crolensing events, microlensing has become a very unique tool of astronomy to· investigate the dark

matter problem, the shape of our Galaxy, and to search for extra-solar planets, especially, Earth-like

planets. 1", 2 m class Space Telescope such as the Hands-On Universe Telescope (SHOUT); which is

planning to build on the Japanese Experiment Module(JEM)/lnternational Space Station (ISS), will

open a new stage of microlensing observations not only follow-up observations of microlensing events,

but also survey observations of new targets, Le. the Galactic center, globular clusters, and nearby galax

ies. The follow-up and survey observations of microlensing events using the Space Telescope will answer

these questions; What is dark matter? , What kind of object is MACHO?, Is our solar system unique?

and, Are we alone?

keywards: microlensing,dark matter,MACHO,extra-solar planets, Earth-like planets,Space Telescope,

Space Hands-On Universe Telescope(SHOUT)

1. Introduction
" '. .

Microlensing is one of the effects of gravita-

tional lens, where a star acts as a lens. When

the lens star and the backgTound source are

well aligned at the milli-arcsecond level, due to

the proper relative motion of each star, a time

dependent light amplification of the source is

detectable(Pac~ynski 1986). This is called mi

crolensing. But such alignment is very rare, once

in a million .

Through the development of improved obser

vation technology, this low probability of lensing

has been overcome, massive photometric survey

of microlensing events has become possible, and

microlensing has become a very unique astronom

ical tool for investigating the dark matter prob

lem, the shape of our Galaxy, and for searching

• This paper is originally prepared for the review talk of
microlensing observation using Space Telescope such as
Space Hands-On-Universe Telescope (SHOUT) on the In
ternational Workshop on Space Factory on International
Space Station held on June 7-9,1999,at the Tsukuba Space
Center of the National Space Development Agency of
Japan (NASDA) (Ohnishi 2000).
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for extra-Solar planets, especially, low mass plan

ets like the Earth.

There are two main strategies applied in mi

crolensing observations. One is microlensing sur

vey observations performed with the primary goal

of investigating the dark matter problem. To ac

complish this, survey observations of huge num

bers ( >107 ) of stars must be made every night,

using wide field ( > 1 square deg) detectors.

.The other approach is follow up observations

of microlensing events, the occurrence of which is

announced through real-time alerts provided by

microlensing survey teams, to detect anomalies

of the light curve of microlensing event. These

anomalies provide much information, for exam

ple, information indicative of the existence of

planetary companions. However, the signals from

these anomalies are often weak and of short du

ration (e.g. a few hours in the case of Earth mass

planets). Thus, such observation requires high

photometric precision and dense temporal sam

pling.

The Space Hands On Universe Telescope

(SHOUT) has the potential to search for mi-
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Fig.1 Artistic view of Space Hands-

On niverse Tele cope (SHOUT) aUached to

Japanese Experiment Module (JEM)j Exposure

Facility on International Space Station (ISS)

crolensing events using wide field del, ctors, and

moreover, by means of SHOUT, it i possible to

monitor anomalies of the light curve of a mi

crolen ing event without a break.

Thus SHOUT will open a new stage on rni

crolensing observations allowing researchers to in

vestigate the dark mat ter problem and to search

for extra-s lar plan tary ystem .
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where M is the mass of lens, and Ds and Dd

are the ob erver-source and the observer-lens dis

tances, respectively. This corresponds to a physi-

al distance at the lens plane, Einstein ring radius

when the ource i in the galactic bulge. If

the lens is not perfectly aligned with the line of

sight, then the lens creates multiple images of

the source. The separation of these images is

6,() = j()2 + 4()~ , where ()s the angular distance

between the lens and the observer-source sight

line. ()s corresponds to a physical distance at the

lens plane of th impact parameter b = () Dd.

ot that the order of th paration angle is .......

1 milli-ar s ond for a star in our galaxy, so it is

imp sibl t.o· su h imag separately by tradi

ti nul imap,ing trI t h ds. H wever we can observe

Ih amJ lifi tion of the source light A due to the

c mbination of magnified multiple images,

u2 +2
A= --===

uJu2 +4'

3. Microlensing

If the lens, the observer and the source are

perfectly aligned, then the lens images the source

into a ring, called the Einstein ring, which has an

angular radius of

field of view of a telescope is profitable to search

for microlensing and to follow up anomalous light

curve of microlensing events.

H n -On- niversepa2.

At presence, w sLarl tII dis llssi 111 of t.1l n-

cept of Space Factory 011 Japan (' •xp rim n

Module(JEM)jInternaliollal p. (' Statioll (1

and its applicat.ion [or bllildillA lar '(' IIstr 110m

ical facilities, such as a 10-20 III opt i L1 bp.

telescope, SPACE SUBAR . AI t It am t ir

we will consider the astrOllomi al misiOlI as II

neering prototypes for t.he building on .J

by EVA of astronauts and rob ti arms; pac.

Hands-On Universe Telescope (SRO T) £ r s i

entific education and research.

SHOUT is a 1....... 2m optical telescope. spac

tel cope is free from extinction and di t.urban

f light. due to t. rrestrial atmosphere. Diffraction

limit dim, ges of astronomical objects in a large
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niversity Ob ervatory, New Zealand.

non-repeating. These signatures can be used to

distinguish microlensing events from images of

other variabl stars.

Fr m eq.3, A - 1 rv u-4 when u > 1. Thus such

amplifi ation ph nom na du t a gravitational

1 ns ur only wh It the sour es exist. within the

inst in an 1 f the lens. Therefore the optical

d pth is giv n by

rD.
lo dDddMn(M)1r(DdBE)2

rD. (41rGP) ( Dd)lo dDd ~ Dd 1 - D
s

(4)

Fig.2 Galactic Bulge, photo by K.Ohnishi, Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA)

Project at Mt John
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Fig.3 Typical light curve of microlensing,

This show the each light curve with the minimum

impact parameter Umin = 0.1,0.3.0.5,0.7,0.9,1.1

TE/VJ.. rv 78dayJM I M0 ,where VJ.. i the trans

verse velocity of the lens relative to I he observer

source line. The standard light. urv s of mi

crolensing ev nt. ar symmetric, achromatic, and

where n(M) is the mass number density of the

lens and P = JdM Mn(M) is the mass density of

the lens. The order of optical depth T is 10-6 for

Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHO), and

10-7 for disk stars. Th optical d pth is so small

that we must observ many urc stars (rv 107)

to d te t this eft L That is, t.he survey region at

present is limit d t dense star regions, Le. LMC,

8M ,and the Gala tic bulge.
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5. Breaking the Mass Degeneracy

5-1 Finite source size effect and the case

of a binary lens

The finite source size effect is important to ob

tain the proper motion of the lens, Vl./Dd. As

sume that the source angular size (). is compara

ble to the Einstein ring angle (}E. When the lens

is on the surface of the source in the lens plane,

each part of the finite source surface is amplified

in a manner dependent on each impact param

eter. Therefore, the maximum amplification of

light Amax is smaller than that in the case of a

point source. This anomaly of the light curve hap

pens only when the lens passes over the surface

Here we see how to determine the mass of MA

CHO from the observations. The microlensing

light curve is characterized in terms of 4 param

eters, M,Dd,Vl. and b. However, from the ob

servations, we can obtain only two items of infor

mation, Amax , teo Thus, the MACHO mass can

not be determined for each microlensing event.

Instead, the MACHO mass is evaluated statis

tically by assuming a halo model that describes

the distribution of lens distance Dd and velocity

Vl.. A previous estimate of the MACHO mass ('"

0.5M0 ) by Alcock et al. (2000) was obtained by

assuming the standard halo model of the Galaxy.

However, if we adopt the non-standard halo model

proposed by Honma and Kan-ya (1998), it is pos

sible to decrease the MACHO mass to a level be

low the brown dwarf mass. Is there any possibility

to break the mass degeneracy in each microlens

ing event? The answer is yes, but only when we

can get two additional items of information from

the observations.

larger than expected. The latter finding strongly

suggests that the bulge does not have simple

spherical symmetry but instead has a barred

structure. The former two findings are puzzling

to us: we know that a white dwarf and a red dwarf

are not MACHO candidate objects from the star

counts with HST (Gould, et al. 1996). Thus, it is

still highly controversial just what kind of object

the MACHO is.
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While we know the light distribution in our

Galaxy reasonably well, ,the matter content of

the Galaxy is not well understood. From the

rotational curve of the Galaxy, it appears that

there is a large amount of dark matter in the

halo of the Galaxy. Paczynski (1986) proposed

that microlensing can be used to detect or rule

out aStrophysical dark matter candidates, MA

CHOs. Three teams (MACHO collaboration,

EROS, OGRE) began to search for microlens

ing events with the primary objective being to

investigate dark matter. In 1993, these teams in

dependently announced the first discovery of mi

crolensing event (Alcock, et al. 1993; Aubourg,

et al. 1993; Udalski et al. 1993).

At present, several survey groups (0GREll,

EROSII, MOA, AGAPE) and follow-up groups

(GMAN, MOA, MPS, PLANET) are searching

for microlensing events.

In the survey observations, '" 500 events have

been detected in the direction towards the Galac

tic bulge, 26 events towards LMC and 3 events to

wards SMC. The result obtained by these groups

(Alcock et al. 2000; Lasserre et al. 2000) include

the following: (1) the mass contribution of MA

CHO to dark matter in the Galaxy is less than

20%, (2) the mass of MACHO is '" 0.5M0 , (3)

the optical depth towards the Galactic bulge is

FigA High magnification event OGLE

2000-BUL-12 by MOA Project (Yock et al. 2000)

4. Dark Matter
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: of the source, and it depends on the ratio of B. to

BE. If the radius of source can be estimated from

its spectrum, we can obtain the proper motion of

the lens.·

A more important case in which it is possible

to obtain other information concerning microlens

ing events is the binary lens case which occurs in

about 10% of all microlensing events. When the

source is outside of the caustic region, the two

lens stars act as a single lens. However, when

the source is within the caustic region, each lens

star acts as a lens, that is, the source images are

splint into 4. Note that the boundary ofthe caus

tic region is a singularity, Le., the amplification is

infinity if the source is a point source. In fact,

when the source is on the caustic boundary, the

amplification is much larger than that in the case

of a single lens. This amplification depends on

the size of the source. From this, we can obtain

the size of the source. Moreover, the duration of

such spike amplification is just the same as the

caustic crossing time of the source. Therefore, we

can obtain the transverse proper motion from this

observation.

5-2 Parallax effect

Once the proper motion is measured, the only

quantity necessary for determination of the lens

mass is the lens distance. If more than three well

separated telescopes monitor a caustic crossing

event simultaneously, the time delay in the light

curve caused by the parallax effect is detectable

(Hardy & Walker 1995). From this, we can break

the mass degeneracy completely. How~ver, this

method is limited by a requirement for optimum

positioning of the telescopes.

Recently, Honma (1999) pointed out that a

space telescope ( e.g., HST or SHOUT) is a good

instrument to observe the parallax· effect of a

caustic crossing event. A space telescope in or

bital motion automatically causes the parallax

effect. Through good photometric observations,

we can detect the variation of the light curve. at

the caustic crossing event without a break. If

we monitor -the caustic crossing event using a

SHOUT, we can break the 1\IACHO mass degen-

Fig.5 Extra spike peaks in microlens

ing light curve due to the planets (This figure

is taken from web page of Microlensing Planet

Search(MPS) Project).

eracy and we can unmask the nature of MACHO.

6. Planet search

6-1 Planetary microlensing

If the lensing star has a planetary system, the

signature of the planet can be seen, in most cases,

as extra spike peaks in the microlensing light

curve. Here the ratio of the mass of the planet to

that of the main star is denoted by q. The area

within the Einstein ring of the planet is q times

smaller than that of the main star. Then, the ra

tio of the probability that the trajectories of the

sources pass through the region of the Einstein

ring of the main star is "" ..;q. This rate is ap

proximately 3% for Jupiter and the Sun. Thus,

the probability of planetary detection seems to

be small. However, the source passes through

the caustic of the planetary system, which exits

near the Einstein ring of the main star in the case

where q « 1, and the light is amplified at infinity

in the case of a point source. Then, the proba

bility of detection of planets is much higher near

the Einstein ring, in the region called the lensing

zone. The typical length of the lensing zone for a

lens towards the Galactic bulge is a few AU (see

eq.2). This is a good match to many planets in
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the solar system. The typical duration in the case

of a planet is yq times that of the main star, Le. a

few hours for Earth mass planets. Table 1 shows

the efficiency of planet detection and the typical

time scale of a microlensing event (Gaudi et al.

1998; Nishi et al. 1999; Gaudi and Sakett 2000).

Here we can say that in searching for planets, the

microlensing technique is sensitive to planets as

small as Neptune's mass, with orbital radii of a

few AU.

There are many methods available to search

for extra-solar planetary systems. An orbiting

planet can make its presence known by altering

the speed (radial velocity technique) or position

(astrometry) of its main star. Up to now, more

than 20 extra-solar planets have been detected

by the radial velocity technique. However, these

planetary systems are far from our own solar sys

tem: Le., these systems have Jupiter-like mass

planets whose orbit is a considerably smaller dis

tance than that in the case of our solar system.

This is due to a strong selection effect using this

technique.

On the other hand, in the search for planets,

microlensing is a sensitive technique for detec

tion of Jupiter-like planets and the only technique

available for detection of Earth-like planets. In

the future, this technique may also be capable

of detecting Earth-like planets using a special

purpose telescope in the case of high amplifica

tion microlensing events. From statistical stud

ies of microlensing events, we can recognize how

many planets exist around a typical star in the

disk of the Galaxy, including planets similar to

those in our own solar system.

Recently, the MPS and MOA collaboration re

ported the first discovery ofan Earth-like mass

planet through microlensing observations (Rhie

et al.(MPS & MOA Collaboration) 2000). A

slight variation in the brightness of the MACHO

98-BLG-35 event has been seen, and this may be

caused by planets with a mass between that of

the Earth and that of Neptune. This event is a

high magnification event with a maximum mag

nitude magnification of"" 80 in which slight vari

ation in the light curve is caused by the small

55r--~::r--=;=-r--""'---.-----.---r---,

~.:;:;-02---o~.O:;-'-~---;;O~.Ol-~O.02=--~O.03::----:0"".04:-----7.0.115

Fig.6 Light curve anomaly due to the

plants (Yock et al. 2000).

caustic at the center of the Einstein ring of the

main star. Note that such a high magnification

event has some advantages as a planetary survey

target (Grist& Safizadeh 1998,Gaudi et al.1998).

The advantages are that (1) the efficiency of de

tection of planets is high for this subset of events,

(2) accurate photometry can be performed, (3)

real-time electronic alerts for dense sampling can

be issued easily, and (4) the time of a high mag

nification peak can be predicated well in advance.

Of course microlensing events occur really, Le.

the probability of an event with peak magnifica

tion greater than A decreases with a tendency of

,...., l/A. However, since the efficiency of detection

of planets is high in the case of such events, the

probability of detection of planets of near Earth

mass using for this strategy is of the same order as

that for observations made by the ordinary strat

egy ( see Table 1).

6-2 Planet search by SHOUT

The main strength of the microlensing planet

search technique is that it is sensitive to lower

mass planets. If we use SHOUT, signals from

planets down to the mass of Mars may be de

tectable. However, such an event is much more

rare and of short duration. In order to detect

low mass planets, a large number of stars must

be monitored with a high sampling frequency. In

the central Galactic bulge fields where the optical

depth is highest, Ground-based images obtained

using aim-class telescope are seriously incom

plete at or above the bulge main sequence turn-
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Table 1 Planet detection efficiency and time scale of a microlensing event.

Jupiter-like mass planets Earth-like mass planets

well-monitored case 10", 30% '" 3%
high amplification case '" 100% '" 10%

time scale a few days a few hours

93

off. On the other hand, in space images obtained

using SHOUT, many of the main sequence stars

are separately resolved. Thus, for the microlens

ing planet search, we require a large field view (

> 1 square degree) and a high angular resolution

« 0.1" ) , i.e., a very large number of CCD pix

els, > (3.6 x 104)2. Using such CCD, more than

'" 2 x 108 stars are monitored once every 30 min

utes or so with a photometric accuracy of", 1%.

Bennett & Rhie (2000) simulated the number of

microlensing events detectable using a space tele

scope ('" 1.5 m aperture) and showed that it is

possible to detect more than 4000 microlensing

events and '" 2000 planets per bulge season. Us

ing SHOUT, we can ascertain whether our solar

system is quite a unique system or whether it is

common kind of system in the Universe.

7. Probing the structure of
Galaxy

The shape of the galactic halo is not well known

due to lack of knowledge about the content of

dark matter and its actual spatial distribution.

Thus the optical depth and event rate of mi

crolensing have a information of galactic struc

ture, we can obtain the galactic structure to do

the microlensing observation for every direction.

But the direction of the present microlensing sur

vey is limited to the LMC, SMC and Galactic

bulge, because the number density ofstar to other

direction is low or too high that it is impossible to

separate the each star due to seeing limit due to

terrestrial atmosphere. To obtain the knowledge

of the structure of our galaxy, we need more large

or different direction survey than the present sur

vey. SHOUT has its potential to survey the re

gion that is difficult on the ground based tele

scope, i.e., near Galactic center, globular cluster,

and M31, a~d using SHOUT, it may be possible

to make a map of the MACHO halo distribution

through microlensing towards the galactic bulge,

the spiral arm and globular clusters.

7-1 Galactic Center using K-band

Microlensing survey toward the galactic

center(lfl,lbl < 1°) is a good target. At pres

ence, due to the high extinction(Av ~ 20 - 30)

to Galactic center region, the survey is limited

to the direction of Baade's window, which apart

the", 4° from Galactic center. Only this region,

it is difficult to separate the contribution on the

optical depth due to the bulge-bulge lensing and

the bulge-disk lensing. Then we cannot deter

mine the detail bulge structure. If we observe

the galactic center using K-band, main contribu

tion of microlensing is bulge-bulge lensing, and its

time scale is very short'" 2 day, and its event rate

is large r '" 3 x 1O-7/day (Gould 1995). Then

using SHOUT during a fee week( or month), we

could obtain the" new" information of inner bulge

structure.

7-2 M31

It may be possible to make a MACHO halo

map of M31 and other extragalaxies. M31 is con

sidered to be a good target. Recently, a new tech

nique for microlensing survey in the very dense re

gion has been proposed (Alard and Lupton 1998),

and the AGAPE group has started a survey of

M31. M31 is well observed and the rotation curve

has been measured out to 30 kpc, thus systematic

uncertainties due to galactic model degeneracy

are lower for M31 than that for the Galaxy. The

inclination (77°) of M31 is advantageous for prob

ing the M31 halo by the microlensing technique.

The lines of sight to the far disk pass through a

larger part of the M31 halo than the line of sight

to the near side of the disk. Thus, the detection
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of near-far asymmetry in the spatial position of

a candidate event would suggest the existence of

M31 MACHO halo (Gyuk and Crotts 2000).

8. Conclusion

Microlensing is a new tool for astronomy, being

applied to investigate dark matter, to study the

structure of our galaxy, and to search for extra

solar planets. SHOUT has the potential to search

for microlensing events and to monitor anomalies

of the light curve of a microlenslng event without

a break. Thus SHOUT will open a new stage of

microlensing observations to investigate the dark

matter problem and to search for extra-solar plan

etary systems.

And more, from the byproduct of this obser

vation, more than million's variable stars can be

detected without any bias. This is good sample

not only for science, but also for education!

In the new century, SHOUT will answer the

primitive questions, Is our solar system unique?

, Are we alone? .
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